Believe it: Bullet trains are coming.

After decades of false starts, planners
are finally beginning to make headway on what could become the largest, most c o m plicated infrastructure project ever attempted in the US. The Obama administration got
on b o a r d with an $8 billion infusion, and more cash is likely en route f r o m C o n g r e s s .
It's enough for Florida and Texas to dust off some previously a b a n d o n e d plans and for
urban clusters in the Northeast and Midwest to pursue some l o n g - o v e r d u e upgrades.
The nation's test b e d will almost certainly be California, which already has v o t e r - a p proved funding and planning under way. But getting up to speed requires m o r e than
just seed money. For trains to beat planes and automobiles, the hardware needs to really
fly. Officials are pushing to d e p l o y state-of-the-art rail rockets. Next stop: the future.
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Fast or Superfast?

H O W RULES A N D M O N E Y LIMIT SPEED.

Not all of the projects currently proposed are what
many people think of as bullet trains. Turns out that while those 150-plus-mph rockets are insanely
fast on the tracks, they're slow to get off the ground. The first obstacle is regulatory: Federal rules
demand environmental assessments, which require years of study and fieldwork by consultants,
biologists, engineers, and planners. The second snag is cost: Superfast (b"r "express high-speed rail")
systems need new, exclusive lines, which are extremely expensive. That explains "emerging highspeed rail" projects, incremental improvements—new stations, bridges, and rolling stock—to existing infrastructure. These, like the Amtrak Acela Express in the Northeast, won't have a dedicated
right-of-way but will share tracks with freight and passenger trains and top out at around 110 mph.
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The Bullet Decade
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TRAINS IN 10 YEARS? YES W E C A N .

The US hopes to have high-speed lines operational within the next decade. Sound impossible? It's not. Other nations have shown the way. In 1990, Spain's rail network was in even worse shape than America's: Trains were
slow and equipment dilapidated. Then the government made a commitment to modernize. Spain now has one of the most extensive
high-speed systems in the world. Likewise, Taiwan built its entire infrastructure in just the past 10 years—despite a population density
greater than that of the northeastern US. All it takes is planning: According to the island nation's head of infrastructure construction,
by threading the 60-foot-wide corridor carefully through the landscape, the builders had to knock down only about 1,000 homes over
214 miles. Finally, China plans to pour a staggering $300 billion into dedicated high-speed-rail corridors by 2020. Almost all of the
first 60 trains will be manufactured in China under a technology-transfer agreement with bullet builder Siemens. In essence, Beijing
intends to slash its costs by cloning the Siemens Velaro train, which could provide a model for a cheaper high-speed rollout in the US.
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Rail or Fail
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ALTERNATIVES W O U L D COST M O R E .

Getting California's train up and running will be expensive. But
doing nothing would cost two to three times more. Why? Currently, gridlocked lanes waste
$20 billion in fuel and productivity annually. And it's only going to get worse. The Golden
State is growing—quickly. By 2030, another 12 million people could be calling it home. Without an infrastructure overhaul, drivers can expect a 10 percent congestion increase every
year. To accommodate the billion trips between cities that residents and visitors will make
annually, the state would need to build 3,000 more miles of freeway lanes, five more commercial airport runways, and 90 more airline departure gates. The price: at least $100 billion. Oh, and all that construction wouldn't alleviate traffic; it would simply keep pace with it.
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Speed Trials San FRANCISCO TO L.A. IN 2 HOURS, 40 MINUTES. OR ELSE.

California's bullet train system will need a steady flow of riders—lots of riders—to
pay off. But studies show that when transportation times between major hubs exceed three hours, many travelers opt for planes. To address this dilemma, California's high-speed-rail planners specify that trains must travel
between San Francisco and Los Angeles in no more than two hours, 40 minutes, a feat that requires sustained intervals at 220 mph. The problem: Standard bullet trains don't go that fast—yet. The state is gambling that technology will improve before it completes the planning process and starts laying track. Luckily, the tech doesn't need to
improve much: France's new TGV already hits 200 mph, and Spain's Alta Velocidad E s p a ñ o l a carries passengers
at around 217 mph. Of course, the deadline also puts planners in a bind: Every route change that adds miles means
the train needs to go that much faster. So be it. The target is necessary to ensure a fast ride and plentiful ridership.

Fast Trains: A Brief History
When the first modern rail line connected
Liverpool with Manchester in 1830, locals
worried that flying sparks would set fire
to buildings and that cows near the tracks
would stop giving milk. That train couldn't
hit even 40 mph. Those British villagers
would be downright terrified now. Here's
a quick trip through high-speed history.

L i v e r p o o l & Manchester
Railway, England
A former member of
Parliament was i n j u r e d
at the first modern rail
line's christening, and
the Northumbrian train
reached its top speed
rushing him to a doctor.
(He died soon after.)

Grand J u n c t i o n
Railway, E n g l a n d
Nine years after the
Northumbrian's emergency run, the highspeed record was
broken in S t a f f o r d shire by an engine
so powerful it was
d u b b e d Lucifer.

Paris-Dijon line,
France
France grabbed the
speed title from E n g land after a record run
on the Paris-Dijon line.
The engine that took
the prize was designed
by Thomas Crampton
... of England.

Midland Railway,
England
It took almost a decade
for England to regain
its d o m i n a n c e with a
r e c o r d - b r e a k i n g run
a b o a r d an 8-foot-long,
eight-wheeled locomotive f r o m Melton M o w bray to N o t t i n g h a m .
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